There is a renewed interest in grid-stiffened composite shells; they are not only competitive with conventional stiffened constructions and sandwich shells in terms of weight but also enjoy superior damage tolerance properties. Buckling is an important failure mode for gridstiffened structures. Both global and local bucking is investigated in the proposed paper in order to capture the most critical instability of the structure. The grid-stiffened structure is smeared into a homogeneous unstiffened shell. Characteristic cells with periodic boundaries are selected for orthogrid-and isogrid-stiffened structures, respectively, to calculate the properties of a smeared panel by homogenization techniques [1] . Global buckling analysis is carried out based on the homogenized shell properties. For local buckling, the Bloch wave theory is adopted with modifications from the former applications in material failure of solids [2] to calculate the local buckling load of grid-stiffened shells. A combination of global/local models can also be used to predict the material failure of the structure.
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Numerical examples of orthogrid-and isogrid-stiffened isotropic panels show that the local buckling loads predicted by the proposed method match finite element calculations better than semi-analytical methods [3] based on assumptions and idealisations. The proposed method is further validated using typical configurations of flat composite panels and circular composite cylinders. A compression-loaded orthogrid-stiffened cylinder as described in reference [4] is investigated and the results are provided in Table 1 . In comparison with results of detailed finite element model, the accuracy and the effectiveness of the proposed method are validated. Note that the difference of critical modes in this example is caused by the existence of a number of closely-spaced buckling modes in cylinder buckling. 
